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Originally	from	West	London,	Cilla	has	a
background	in	education,	in	teaching
and	programme	design	at	both
secondary	and	undergraduate	level.
Alongside,	she	has	maintained	a	studio
based	art	practice,	the	output	of	which
includes	drawing,	paintings	and
collaged	works	with	ceramics	and	print.
Cilla	Eisner	is	PhD	student	of	Fine	Art	at
Lincoln	University	currently
investigating	the	interplay	of	an
inherited	tradition	(habitus)	with	the
immediacy	of	human	agency	(reflexive
deliberation)	in	practice-led	research.	
'I	have	come	to	use	the	word	‘composition’…It	is	my	solution	to	the
modern/postmodern	divide.	Composition	may	become	a	plausible
alternative	to	modernisation.	What	can	no	longer	be	modernised,	what
has	been	postmodernised	to	bits	and	pieces,	can	still	be	composed'.	
Bruno	Latour,	2011	‘Some	Experiments	in	Art	and	Politics’	e-flux	
There	are	circumstances	where	the
best	or	only	way	to	shed	light	on	a
proposition,	a	principle,	a	material,	a
process	or	a	function	is	to	attempt	to
construct	something,	or	to	enact
something,	calculated	to	explore,
embody	or	test	it.						Bruce	Archer,	RCA.	
																										
The	collagegrids	project	interrogates	the
artwork,	that	is,	the	thinking	process	of	art,
the	through	of	thinking	through	art.	To	do	this
it	employs	the	Active	Documentation	method
of	Nancy	de	Freitas,	a	method	which
engages	the	artist	in	a	critical	manner	with
the	relationship	between	theoretical,	personal
and	practical	concerns.	This	book	is	the
outcome.
In	this	series	of	images,	extracted	from	studio
journals	and	punctuated	with	photographs	of
work	in	progress,	can	be	traced	a	mode	of
thinking	that	is	associative	and	accumulative;
it	builds	links	and	constructs	connections
between	things.	It	brings	together	strategies
of	collage	with	those	of	grids	structuring.	This
primarily	non-verbal	mode	brings	together
sensuous	knowing	with	the	world	of
conceptual	knowledge	in	an	interplay	of	the
inherited	and	found	with	the	immediate	and
contingent	of	the	present.	
These	images	articulate	the	generative	and
emergent	complexity	of	this	increasingly
complicated	way	of	thinking.	
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